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Softare development is a laborious and expensive activity that highly benefits
from productivity improvements. It has been estimated that developers spend
50-80% of their time trying to understand code. Previous studies have shown
that developer tools can significantly assist developers in code comprehension
and thus improve their productivity.

Web applications built with JavaScript have become increasingly popular, but
developer tools available for web application development are still immature. This
is mainly due to the dynamic nature of JavaScript, which makes it unsuitable for
conventional development tools that work by statically analysing source code.

This thesis presents previous research on developer productivity and JavaScript
developer tools. The most important contribution of this thesis is Tracr, a novel
JavaScript development tool that enables live editing of code within a code editor.
Live editing has been previously found to be an effective technique for improving
code comprehension and developer productivity.

Tracr’s development workflow and its technical feasibility are evaluated. The
results show that the tool improves developer productivity by simplifying the
workflow of common development activities. The technical approach is proven
to be feasible and can be applied for other programming languages as well. In
the future, a user study should be conducted in order to assess the productivity
improvement of Tracr.
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Sovelluskehitys on työläs ja kallis prosessi, jossa sovelluskehittäjien tuottavuudella
on keskeinen merkitys koko prosessin tuottavuudelle. On arvioitu, että kehittäjät
käyttävät 50-80% ajastaan olemassa olevan lähdekoodin ymmärtämiseen. Aikai-
sempi tutkimus on osoittanut, että kehitystyökalut voivat merkittävästi auttaa
kehittäjiä lähdekoodin ymmärtämisessä ja täten parantaa heidän tuottavuuttaan.

JavaScriptilla rakennetut web-sovellukset ovat kasvattaneet suosiotaan, mutta ke-
hitystyökalut JavaScriptille ovat vielä puutteellisia. Tämä johtuu ennen kaik-
kea JavaScriptin dynaamisista ominaisuuksista, jotka vaikeuttavat perinteisten
lähdekoodin staattiseen analyysiin perustuvien kehitystyökalujen kehitystä.

Tässä työssä tarkastellaan aikaisempaa tutkimustietoa sovelluskehittäjien tuot-
tavuudesta ja JavaScriptin kehitystyökaluista. Olemassa olevien työkalujen omi-
naisuudet ja puutteet tuodaan esille. Työn merkittävin tulos on Tracr, uusi kehi-
tystyökalu JavaScriptille. Työkalu mahdollistaa lähdekoodin reaaliaikaisen muok-
kauksen, jolloin sovelluskehittäjä näkee komentojen paluuarvot suoraan editoris-
sa. Reaaliaikainen muokkaus on tutkimuksissa osoittautunut tehokkaaksi mene-
telmäksi, joka auttaa kehittäjää lähdekoodin ymmärtämisessä ja parantaa tuot-
tavuutta.

Työssä arvioidaan Tracrin vaikutus kehittäjän työnkulkuun ja arkkitehtuurin to-
teutettavuus. Tulokset osoittavat, että Tracr parantaa sovelluskehittäjän tuot-
tavuutta yksinkertaistamalla usean tyypillisen ohjelmointitehtävän työnkulkua.
Tekninen arkkitehtuuri osoittautuu toimivaksi ja lisäksi se on toteutuskelpoinen
muille ohjelmointikielille.

Asiasanat: JavaScript, sovelluskehityksen tuottavuus, kehitystyökalut,
reaaliaikainen muokkaus, sovelluksen deterministinen toisto,
lähdekoodin ymmärtäminen

Kieli: Englanti
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

AJAX Originally abbreviation of ”asynchronous JavaScript
and XML”, but often used as a general term to re-
fer to asynchronous loading of remote resources with
JavaScript

API Application Programming Interface
CSS Cascading Style Sheets
DOM Document Object Model
HTML HyperText Markup Language
JSON JavaScript Object Notation, a popular data serializa-

tion format
TCP Transmission Control Protocol, a reliable communica-

tion protocol
XML Extensible Markup Language
WWW World Wide Web
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The World Wide Web has evolved from a collection of static documents
to a full-fledged application platform. Applications built on web technolo-
gies have become increasingly popular and are replacing traditional desktop
applications [64] as well as offering a viable choice for mobile application
development. For the last 20 years, web pages have used the programming
language JavaScript, for adding dynamic functionality. Recently, JavaScript
has evolved into a general purpose programming language and is gaining
popularity for server-side programming with platforms such as Node.js1.

The evolution of web technologies has enabled the development of larger,
more advanced applications, thus increasing the complexity of the develop-
ment process. This rising complexity has highlighted the need for better
developer tools. Improved tools and development workflow can increase the
productivity of developers [44, 62], thereby leading to higher quality appli-
cations and cost savings [10, 12, 60].

Today, web developers have a number of development environments to
debug and inspect code implementation. However, these environments cur-
rently lack many of the features found in other popular languages, such as
Java. Automated code refactoring and call graphs are examples of features
that are missing or only partially supported for JavaScript. The dynamic
nature of JavaScript makes the construction of such tools challenging [24].
Nevertheless, JavaScript developers would benefit from such tool support, as
tools would assists in code comprehension and thus reduce the overall time
needed for solving a specific task.

1http://nodejs.org/
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1.1 Problem Statement

Powerful debugging tools, such as Firebug2 and Chrome Developer Tools3,
can be used in web browsers for inspecting the runtime state of JavaScript
applications. However, they require that the application be executed, which
forces the developer to switch tasks from writing code in the code editor
to debugging the application inside the browser window. This results in
additional cognitive load for the developer, as well as slows down the devel-
opment process, since navigating to the desired application state can be time
consuming.

The aforementioned workflow can be improved by providing relevant in-
formation to the developer directly in the code editor, thus assisting the de-
veloper in comprehending the code. Providing enough information directly
in the code editor can reduce the need for the developer to explicitly debug
the application in the browser.

The goal of this thesis is to design Tracr, a tool that allows developers to
inspect the runtime state of past code executions directly in the code editor.
This tool, Tracr, improves code comprehension by supporting live editing
and previewing of code within the editor.

1.2 Research Scope

The research is limited to web applications implemented in JavaScript. JavaScript
in other environments or languages that compile to JavaScript are specifically
out of the scope of this thesis.

1.3 Summary of Contributions

In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions:

• Provides background information about web applications and JavaScript
(chapter 2), and presents research on developer productivity and work-
flow (chapter 3). Moreover, a literature review of existing JavaScript
developer tools and research on the topic is presented in chapter 4.

• Tracr, a novel JavaScript development tool that is capable of displaying
runtime information within the code editor. Features and architecture
are presented in chapter 5.

2http://getfirebug.com/
3https://developer.chrome.com/devtools

http://getfirebug.com/
https://developer.chrome.com/devtools
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• Evaluation of Tracr: a heuristic comparison of how the tool improves
development workflow, as well as an assessment of the technical imple-
mentation is given in chapter 6. The feasibility of Tracr and ideas for
future research are discussed in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Web Applications and JavaScript

Web browsers were originally designed to display static documents [65] but
have evolved into application platforms [64]. This chapter briefly describes
the web as an application platform and presents JavaScript, which is con-
sidered to be the de facto programming language for web applications [65].
These subjects are presented in order to gain understanding of the challenges
related to developer tool support for JavaScript, which is the research prob-
lem in this thesis.

2.1 Web Applications

Software that execute in the web browser and expose dynamic functionality
is considered to be a web application [57]. Web applications are typically
constructed using a three-tier architecture, where presentation logic, data
logic and business logic are separated from each other [35, 51, 52]. The
presentation tier contains the user interface and manages user interaction,
whereas the data tier provides access to the application data. The business
logic is implemented both on server and client in modern web applications
[50]. An overview of the three-tier architecture and the key web technologies
is depicted in figure 2.1.

11
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Figure 2.1: Web application three-tier architecture and key technologies (gray
color). Inspired by [50, 69].

2.1.1 Presentation Tier

The presentation tier contains the user interface which enables the user to
interact with the application. The application is composed of one or more
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) document. HTML vocabulary con-
sists of elements, such as tables, lists and images, which can be inserted in
the document [9]. Web browsers interpret the document and build the Docu-
ment Object Model (DOM), which is a tree structure of the HTML elements
in the document [32]. DOM allows scripts to dynamically access and modify
elements in the document.

The layout and style of web applications is defined using Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS) [21]. CSS enables developers to specify stylistic properties of
HTML elements, such as their color, margin and position. Web browsers
interpret the HTML and CSS and eventually render the page.

2.1.2 Data Tier

The data tier provides access to the application data, which is usually stored
in a database on the server. Recently, it has become possible to store the
data on the client side as well, as new client storage application programming
interfaces (API) have been implemented by web browsers [34].

2.1.3 Business Logic Tier

Business logic can be implemented both on the server and client, and often
a combination of both is used [50, 69]. Traditionally, web applications have
been implemented using a thin-client architecture, where most of the business
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logic is implemented on the server side [29]. The server side logic can be
implemented using a wide range of programming languages and frameworks.

In recent years, client side web technologies have evolved rapidly. This
has favored thick-client architectures, where a substantial amount of appli-
cation logic resides on the client and is implemented using JavaScript. The
benefit with the thick-client approach is that it enables a richer and more
interactive user experience than the thin-client approach [29]. However, also
the thick-client approach has its downsides. One of them is the inadequacy
of JavaScript developer tools [68], which is also the research problem in this
thesis. The key characteristics of JavaScript are presented in the next section.

2.2 JavaScript

JavaScript was initially developed by Brendan Eich in 1995 [56]. It was de-
signed to be a lightweight scripting language that could be used for adding dy-
namic functionality to web pages, but has since evolved into a multi-purpose
programming language [72]. JavaScript was ranked as the sixth most popular
programming language in February 2015 [2].

JavaScript has been standardized by European Computer Manufacturer’s
Association (ECMA) under the name ECMAScript. The name ECMAScript
refers to the standard, while JavaScript is an implementation of the standard
[25, 72]. The latest version of the standard is ECMAScript 5, which was
released in December 2009 and is supported by all modern browsers [1].
This is also the version referred to when presenting the language features
and characteristics in the subsections below.

2.2.1 Features and Characteristics

JavaScript is a multi-paradigm programming language that supports imper-
ative, object-oriented and functional programming styles [15, 18]. The main
characteristics and features – especially those that affect static analysis of
JavaScript source code – are described below.

2.2.1.1 A Dynamic Language

A programming language is considered to be dynamic if it can execute at
runtime certain behavior that non-dynamic programming languages perform
at compile time [72]. The ability to introduce and evaluate new source code
at runtime (eval) and the fact that functions can be treated as objects are
examples of dynamic features in JavaScript, and they also make the language
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very flexible and powerful. However, the dynamic nature is also the main
factor that hampers the development of JavaScript programming tools, as
conventional static analysis of source code is deficient for dynamic languages
[17, 22, 54].

2.2.1.2 Weak Typing

JavaScript has weak typing, which means that variables and their types do
not have to be declared before usage and type conversions are implicitly
performed when needed [72]. A disadvantage of weak typing is that type
checking can only be performed at run-time, whereas strongly typed lan-
guages enable type checking to be performed at compile time [6, 43]. Weak
typing makes reasoning about data types nontrivial, and thus complicates
static analysis.

2.2.1.3 Prototype-Based Inheritance

JavaScript implements object-oriented inheritance using a prototype-based
approach, where instances are built by cloning existing objects [72]. The
clone inherits the behavior and properties of the existing object’s prototype.
This type of inheritance differs from other popular languages such as Java,
where inheritance is implemented using classes [25, 72]. However, the up-
coming ECMAScript version 6 standard introduces class-based inheritance
to JavaScript as well [19].

2.2.1.4 Closures

JavaScript function instances are created dynamically at runtime, at which
point they get associated with variables in the same scope. This is referred to
being a function closure [5, 40]. Closures enable nested functions (functions
defined inside another function) to access properties defined in the parent
function, even after the lifetime of the parent function [72, 74].

Closures can be used, for example, to create function factories, as pre-
sented in listing 1. They are generally considered to be a good feature
in JavaScript [15, 40]. However, closures complicate the development of
JavaScript developer tools, as the dynamic behavior of closures complicates
statical analysis of source code [42].
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function getAdder(baseNum) {

return function add(num) {

return baseNum + num;

}

}

var fiveAdder = getAdder(5);

fiveAdder(4); // Returns 9

var sixAdder = getAdder(6);

sixAdder(4); // Returns 10

Listing 1: Example of how closures can be used to create function factories

2.2.2 Source-to-Source Compilers

Source-to-source compiling, or transpiling, means that source code of one
programming language is automatically transformed into source code of an-
other programming language [41]. A wide range of languages that compile
to JavaScript have been developed.

TypeScript1 and Dart2 are examples of languages that compile to JavaScript.
They have strong typing, which contributes in static analysis of source code
[23] and therefore certain developer tools can be implemented for them but
not for JavaScript. Strong typing was proposed for JavaScript by Anderson
[6] already in 2005, but TypeScript and Dart are the first language implemen-
tations that have received mainstream attention. However, although these
languages considerably facilitate the implementation of static analysis devel-
opment tools, they are out of the scope of this thesis and will not be further
discussed.

1http://www.typescriptlang.org/
2https://www.dartlang.org/

http://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://www.dartlang.org/


Chapter 3

Developer Productivity

Software development is a laborious and expensive process that benefits
highly from improved developer productivity [10]. This chapter gives an
introduction to the main challenges in software development from a pro-
grammer’s point of view, and presents live editing, a technique that improves
the productivity of programmers. The research problem in this thesis is the
need for better JavaScript development tools, and thus it is important to
understand how tools can significantly improve the productivity of program-
mers.

The importance of the development environment in software engineer-
ing can be demonstrated using an analogy: programming languages are like
different building materials, while developer tools assist in constructing the
building. Different building materials have unique characteristics and are
suited for varying purposes, as is the case for different programming lan-
guages as well. Good construction tools, just like good software tools, enable
higher quality to be achieved in less time.

3.1 Program Comprehension

Program comprehension is the most time-consuming process in software de-
velopment. It has been estimated that developers spend 50%–80% of their
time trying to understand code [14, 16, 46]. Previous research has demon-
strated that developer tools can greatly improve program comprehension
[10, 44, 62] and thus reduce the overall development time.

Programmers possess program-specific knowledge and general knowledge,
which is independent of the software application being developed [70]. Pro-
grammers acquire more program-specific knowledge when they try to under-
stand the source code of a program. Storey et al. [63] lists the following

16
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cognitive models for program comprehension:

• Bottom-up. Software is understood by combining small pieces of
information into higher-level abstractions [58, 63].

• Top-down. Software is comprehended by constructing a global hy-
pothesis of the program, which is then mapped with the source code
[11, 63].

• Knowledge-based. Programmers build a mental model opportunis-
tically using both the bottom-up and top-down approach [36, 63].

• Systematic and as-needed. Programmers use either a systematic
approach, where source code is read and traced thoroughly, or alterna-
tively an as-needed approach, where the programmer only focuses on
the current task [39, 63].

• Integrated approach. Programmers comprehend software concur-
rently at several abstraction levels by utilizing all of the previously
mentioned strategies [63, 70].

3.1.1 Questions Asked when Comprehending Code

Another way to look at program comprehension is to look at the questions
programmers ask when developing code. Sillito et al. [59] studied this during
a programming change task and identified 44 types of questions which were
categorized into four categories:

• Finding focus points. These questions are related to finding code
that is relevant to the task. This category of questions is usually the
starting point in the comprehension process.
Example: ”Where in the code is the text in this error message or UI
element?” [59]

• Expanding focus points. After finding focus points, developers ex-
pand their knowledge about them. This happens often by exploring
how the points are related to each other and some specific feature in
the application.
Example: ”Who implements this interface or these abstract methods?”
[59]

• Understanding a subgraph. This category of questions are related
to comprehending concepts in the code that involve multiple relation-
ships and entities. Answering these questions requires knowledge of the
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overall structure of subgraph in question.
Example: ”How are instances of these types created and assembled?”
[59]

• Questions over groups of subgraphs. These questions are related
to understanding how multiple subgraphs are related to each other and
their interaction with the overall system.
Example: ”What is the mapping between these UI types and these model
types?” [59]

3.2 Live Editing

The key contribution of this thesis is Tracr, a JavaScript development tool,
which most powerful feature is live editing of code. Live editing, or live
programming, means that a program can be modified while it is running [67].
It has been previously studied and found to be a powerful feature that is
likely to become ubiquitous in the future [31, 45, 67].

The rationale for live editing is apparent: seeing the effects of code modi-
fications as they happen makes it much easier to understand how each state-
ment in the code affects the program’s behavior. This approach can be
compared to the traditional development approach, which included four dif-
ferent phases (edit, compile, link, run) before results of code modifications
could be observed [67]. Hancock [30] presents the benefit of live editing in an
easy to understand way by comparing a bow-and-arrow with a water hose:
aiming with the arrow is difficult, but aiming with the water hose is easy.
This is because the water hose gives continuous feedback (compare with live
editing), while the arrow provides feedback only after each shot (compare
with traditional editing).



Chapter 4

Developer Tools for JavaScript

This chapter gives an overview of existing JavaScript developer tools and
presents related research on the topic. This information is needed in order
to understand how Tracr, a new JavaScript development tool presented in
this thesis, differs from existing developer tools and how it contributes in the
JavaScript development process.

JavaScript was released in 1995, but the lack of proper development was
recognized as a major drawback still in 2005 [68]. For a long time, the
only tool available for JavaScript development was a text editor with syntax
highlighting. The first debugger for JavaScript was bundled with Netscape
4.x browser in 1998 [4], but virtually no other development aids existed for
many years. A major reason for this is the fact that many advanced developer
tools rely on static analysis of source code, which is difficult for JavaScript
due to the dynamic nature of the language [17, 33, 42].

Information about a program can be gathered using static or dynamic
analysis techniques, or a combination of both. Static program analysis means
analysing source code without executing it [61]. Correspondingly, dynamic
analysis means executing the program and gathering information about the
runtime state of the program [20]. Both techniques can be used to pro-
vide valuable information to the developer, such as autocompletion, syntax
checking and metrics about code quality.

4.1 Autocompletion and Call Graphs

Autocompletion for variables, subroutines and object properties is one of the
basic features provided by code editors. It makes typing faster and reduces
the risk of spelling mistakes. Furthermore, autocompletion can assist in
program comprehension, as listing program properties and variables can help

19
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the programmer in expanding focus points (see 3.1.1).
Näıve autocompletion can be achieved by indexing all words in the source

code and then suggesting them in the autocompletion dialog. Clearly, this
is insufficient for large programs, as the developer will be overwhelmed by
the amount of suggestions provided. The näıve approach can be improved
by providing context-aware suggestions, often referred to as intelligent code
completion. However, providing intelligent code completion for JavaScript is
non-trivial because of the dynamic nature of the language [17, 33, 42]. On
the contrary, intelligent code completion can be easily computed for statically
typed languages, by computing the class hierarchy and checking the variable
type [55].

Call graphs represent how subroutines in the program call each other.
They help the developer in understanding subgraphs of the program (see
3.1.1). In order for code editors to provide smart navigation between sub-
routines, such as navigating between function declarations, call graphs need
to be constructed [24]. An example of a call graph and the corresponding
source code is presented in figure 4.1. The construction of call graphs for
JavaScript is demanding because of the dynamic nature of the language [24].

Figure 4.1: JavaScript code and the corresponding call graph

Various approaches for intelligent code completion and call graph con-
struction for JavaScript have been proposed. Feldthaus et al. [24] have
presented perhaps the most advanced purely statical analysis technique for
constructing call graphs. However, even their solution suffers from limited
precision (>66%) but achieves high recall (>85%). Limited precision means
that the code editor would suggest false options in the autocomplete dialog,
or suggest wrong subroutines when using ”jump to declaration” type of func-
tionality. Respectively, limited recall means that the editor would miss valid
suggestions or subroutines in both of the aforementioned cases.

Reaching full recall using purely statical analysis is impossible, because
objects and functions can be created dynamically at runtime. Therefore at
least some form of dynamic analysis is required for complete recall. The
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problem with statically analysing dynamic properties is depicted in figure
4.2.

Figure 4.2: Autocompletion in WebStorm editor, which is able to correctly
suggest static properties but misses the dynamic ones

On the other hand, purely dynamic analysis methods suffer from high
initial costs in collecting the runtime information, as the program has to
be executed in order to construct call graphs and autocompletion informa-
tion. Moreover, dynamic analysis only collects information about the pro-
gram branches that have been executed, thereby making it challenging to
reach good recall for complex programs that have a large number of different
execution branches.

Schafer et al. [55] present a combined static and dynamic analysis tool
for effective autocompletion of JavaScript. Their technique is based on first
doing a static pointer analysis, which is then further refined using a dynamic
analysis of the program test suite. Unfortunately this approach is not always
applicable, as programs often lack test suites.

Spy-js1 is an example of a dynamic analysis tool for JavaScript. It inte-
grated into the WebStorm2 code editor and provides execution traces, perfor-
mance information and advanced autocompletion directly in the code editor.
The information is gathered by executing a modified version of the JavaScript
code, where additional logging commands have been added in order to collect
trace information and subroutine parameters.

1http://spy-js.com/
2https://www.jetbrains.com/webstorm/

http://spy-js.com/
https://www.jetbrains.com/webstorm/
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Of all existing JavaScript developer tools, Spy-js is the one that most
closely resembles Tracr. In fact, Spy-js can be seen as the foundation for
Tracr, which provides several enhancements compared to Spy-js.

4.2 Static Analysis (Linting)

Linting is the process of statically analysing program source code for potential
errors and common programming pitfalls. JSLint3, released in 2002, was the
first linting tool for JavaScript [73]. JavaScript linting tools are able to detect,
for example, syntax errors, incorrect variable definitions and unreachable
code. However, linting tools do not directly help in program comprehension.

Linting errors and messages can be displayed directly in the code editor,
thus allowing the developer to detect potential problems already before run-
ning the program. It is important to note that static analysis techniques are
able to catch only a subset of all potential problems, and they might report
some false positives as well. As already previously mentioned, the dynamic
language characteristics of JavaScript limits the usefulness of static analysis.

Tracr integrates with the code editor and can be used together with linting
tools. However, Tracr differs from linting tools by providing runtime infor-
mation directly within the editor, thus making it possible to detect problems
related to dynamic properties as well.

4.3 Code Refactoring

Code refactoring is the process of restructuring program source code while
ensuring that external behaviour of the program does not change [27]. It
is commonly used for altering the non-functional properties of the program,
such as improving performance or stability, as well as for improving the main-
tainability of the program. JavaScript development is usually an iterative
process where code refactoring is a frequent activity. The biggest challenge
of code refactoring is to ensure that refactoring does not introduce unwanted
side-effects in the program. These unwanted side-effects can be detected, for
example, using automated regression tests.

Advanced code refactoring tools exist for statically typed programming
languages such as Java [22]. A typical refactoring task is to rename a vari-
able or an object property, but advanced support even for this simple task
is only partially implemented for JavaScript. As for intelligent autocomple-

3http://www.jslint.com/

http://www.jslint.com/
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tion described in section 4.1, the dynamic nature of JavaScript makes the
automation of such refactoring difficult to implement in practise.

Feldthaus and Møller [22] have proposed a semi-automatic approach in
solving the rename-refactoring problem presented above. The method works
by first doing a lightweight static analysis of source code and then categoriz-
ing found occurrences into groups. During the second stage, the developer
is then asked to manually answer for each group, whether all occurrences
should be replaced or alternatively none.

Tracr is not designed for solving the refactoring problem, and it does not
provide any explicit functionality for typical refactoring activities, such as
the aforementioned renaming task. However, Tracr assists the developer in
the refactoring process by showing continuous feedback on each code change,
thus helping the developer in observing unwanted side-effects.

4.4 Inspecting Runtime State

Static analysis tools are able to provide only a limited amount of information
to the developer. This is true for all programming languages, but the dynamic
nature of JavaScript further limits the amount of information that can be
gathered using statical analysis [17, 33, 42]. Inevitably, the developer also
has to execute the program and inspect its runtime behavior, in order to
ensure proper functionality of the program.

Today all modern web browsers provide powerful developer tools for in-
specting the runtime state of web applications. The main features are:

• Inspecting and modifying Cascading Style Sheets

• Inspecting and modifying the Document Object Model

• Inspecting network traffic

• Debugging JavaScript

Before proper JavaScript debuggers existed, application developers com-
monly used methods such as alert4 for inspecting variable values and function
responses. This approach was very cumbersome, as it required the developer
to modify the program code in order to inspect the runtime values. Today
the situation is much better, as developers can insert breakpoints in code and
then step through the execution process while inspecting the runtime state
of the program. A typical debugging interface is depicted in figure 4.3.

4Alert is a JavaScript method that displays a dialog containing an optional message
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Figure 4.3: Debugging JavaScript in the Chrome browser

Burg et al. [13] enhanced existing debuggers by implementing Timelapse,
an omniscient debugger that allows the developer to inspect the runtime state
of the program at various points in time. Timelapse works by deterministi-
cally recording and replaying the application’s execution.

Tracr builds on same principles used in JavaScript debuggers, and also
shares a similar user interface. However, the big and fundamental difference
is that existing JavaScript debuggers provide runtime information only when
explicitly executed in the web browser, while Tracr provides similar informa-
tion directly in the code editor (provided that runtime information has been
gathered from previous executions of the program).

Modern web developer tools also provide other JavaScript debugging fea-
tures, such as presenting information about the performance and memory
consumption of the application. However, these features are out of the scope
of this thesis and will not be further discussed.
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4.5 Live Editing

A live code editor provides information about a program’s behaviour imme-
diately after every code change [38, 66]. Live editing has been found to be
an effective technique that is likely to become ubiquitous in the future [67].
It enables developers to boost their productivity by allowing them to see the
effects of code modifications instantly.

The challenge in implementing live editing for JavaScript and web appli-
cations in particular, boils down to the problem of providing input for the
nondeterministic parts of the application, such as user input. This is due to
the fact that reaching the modified code during program execution requires
the correct execution path to be followed, and the execution path is usually
determined by the user’s interaction with the application. Because of the
aforementioned problem, current live edit solutions require the application
to be executed in the web browser, in order to provide input for the non-
deterministic parts of the program. However, Tracr solves the problem by
capturing and replaying the nondeterministic parts from previous executions
of the application.

Light Table5 is a code editor that supports live editing and instantly
previewing code changes. The developer can execute code directly in the
editor and see information about variables and return values displayed right
next to the code. However, real time evaluation only works in cases where
there are no sources of nondeterminism (or alternatively nondeterminism
can be inputted to the application), and therefore it provides only a partial
solution for live editing web applications. Nevertheless, Light Table improves
the developer experience by allowing chunks of code to be executed directly
in the editor.

Some other JavaScript live editing tools work by executing the application
in the web browser and live patching the runtime state of it. JavaScript object
reflection capabilities [47] and the ability to override subroutine definitions
makes live patching of running JavaScript applications possible. Mickens
[47] implemented web browser agnostic live patching in a remote debugging
tool called Rivet. Also Chrome developer tools supports live patching and
it is capable of persisting changes done to files, thus it can be used as a
code editor as well. In addition to the previously mentioned tools, various
Chrome extensions have been implemented for live patching code. Fb-flo6 is
an example of such a tool. It works by listening for changes in the file system
and then live patches the changed files using Chrome’s extension API. The

5http://lighttable.com/
6https://facebook.github.io/fb-flo/

http://lighttable.com/
https://facebook.github.io/fb-flo/
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workflow of Fb-flo is depicted in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Fb-flo’s live editing workflow

Lieber et al. [38] implemented Theseus, a code editor extension that visu-
alizes runtime behavior within the editor. It does not implement live editing
but provides similar benefits, as the developer is presented with runtime in-
formation directly in the editor, thus helping with code comprehension. The-
seus displays runtime information by showing how many times each function
has been called, and the parameter values that they have been called with.
Furthermore, it allows the developer to inspect stack traces directly in the
editor. A lab study found that programmers enjoyed working with Theseus
and it helped them to adopt new development strategies. A screenshot of
Theseus is depicted in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Theseus visualizes function call counts and stack traces within
the code editor [38]



Chapter 5

Tracr – New JavaScript
Development Tool

The main contribution of this thesis is Tracr, a new and innovative JavaScript
development tool. Tracr is capable of displaying runtime information within a
code editor, thus helping programmers in comprehending code. This chapter
presents Tracr and its main features, as well as implementation details. An
evaluation of the tool is given in chapter 6.

Tracr has been released as open source software. The source code and a
video demonstrating its main features are available at http://www.tracr.org.

5.1 Features

Tracr integrates with the Brackets1 code editor and provides unique and
valuable information to the developer while further developing an existing
application. It is important to note that Tracr can be used only after it has
captured previous executions of the application. Because of this limitation
Tracr cannot be used in the first stages when an application is being built
from scratch.

Tracr is activated when the developer clicks on a function declaration in
the Brackets editor. When this happens, Tracr opens a popup window in the
editor and provides runtime information to the developer. A screenshot of
Tracr’s user interface is presented in figure 5.1.

1http://brackets.io/
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Figure 5.1: The user interface of Tracr

5.1.1 Tracing User Actions

The first unique feature of Tracr is that it will inform the developer which
user actions, such as button clicks and keyboard events, caused the selected
function to be executed. This information is especially helpful for new de-
velopers taking over an existing application, because it helps them to gain
a better understanding of the application by answering questions in the ex-
panding focus points -category (see 3.1.1).

An interesting consequence of user action traces is that it will probably
reduce the need for manually commenting code, as user actions related to
function executions are implicitly displayed by Tracr. This can introduce
cost savings, as manually written comments are not always kept up to date
and can therefore be confusing for the developer [26].

5.1.2 Function Arguments and Stack Traces

Another feature of Tracr is that it makes function arguments from previous
program executions available directly in the code editor. In addition to the
function arguments, also call traces and asynchronous call traces are cap-
tured. These features are not unique Tracr: Lieber et al. [38] presented
Theseus, another Brackets extension that displays similar information (see
section 4.5 for more information). However, the main difference with Theseus
is that it does not persist the captured information (i.e. all recorded traces
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are lost when the editor is closed), because it is intended to be used together
with the web browser during development. Also Spy.js2 records arguments
and stack traces and provides the option to save and restore recordings.

5.1.3 Live Editing

The most powerful functionality of Tracr is the support for live editing. This
means that code is evaluated immediately after each code modification, and
the results of the evaluation are embedded in the editor. Live evaluation in
itself is not unique to Tracr, but as far as we know Tracr is the first tool
that provides live editing without requiring the user to interact with the web
browser. This optimizes the development workflow, since triggering the eval-
uation of the modified code can require a substantial amount of interaction
with the web browser and therefore be time consuming. Tracr solves this
problem by automatically replaying previous user interactions. A screenshot
of the live editing mode is presented in figure 5.2. The live edit mode also
provides the ability to inspect complex values, such as objects and arrays, as
depicted in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Tracr’s live editing mode. Evaluation results are displayed after
each statement (bolded text).

2http://spy-js.com

http://spy-js.com
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Figure 5.3: Inspecting complex values in Tracr’s live edit mode

5.2 Architecture

Tracr’s workflow consists of two phases: the capture phase and the replay
phase. In the capture phase, Tracr records the sources of nondeterminism, so
that it is able to reproduce the program’s behaviour in the replay phase. The
replay phase is initialized when the developer uses Tracr’s live edit feature.
During the capture phase, Tracr additionally records function arguments and
stack traces. These are not required for the replay phase, but they provide
additional and valuable information to the developer.

Tracr is composed of a server and a client component. The server compo-
nent (not to be confused with a web server) records runtime information in
a database during the capture phase. Then, in the replay phase (when live
editing code), the server component communicates with the client, which is
implemented as an extension to the Brackets code editor. The client sends
code that should be evaluated to the server component, which in turn in-
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structs Chrome to execute the code. Finally, Chrome sends the evaluation
results back to the server component, which forwards it to the client. A
detailed description of this process is given below in section 5.2.2.

The server and client components are implemented in JavaScript and
MySQL is used as the database. The client and server communicate with each
other over a websocket. However, thoroughly presenting each implementation
detail is out of scope of this thesis. The source code of Tracr is publicly
available at http://www.tracr.org, where all implementation details can be
inspected.

5.2.1 Capture Phase

In the capture phase, JavaScript on the web page is automatically rewritten
to include additional logging commands that record runtime information.
Tracr also automatically injects additional JavaScript on the page, in order
for it to capture user actions and to send results of the logging commands
over to the server component. A high level overview of the capture phase is
depicted in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Tracr’s workflow in the capture phase

http://www.tracr.org
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5.2.1.1 Capturing Nondeterminism

Tracr needs to capture all sources of nondeterminisim in order to guarantee
that the replay phase works correctly. If all sources of nondeterminism are
captured and later injected during replay, the application will execute exactly
the same path as during the capture phase [48]. Realizing the power of this
was the key insight that empowered the development of Tracr.

The most prevalent sources of nondeterminism in web applications are
user actions and interrupts, such as asynchronous callback functions. A
comprehensive (but not complete) list of nondeterminism in web applications
is presented in table 5.1. The table was created in 2010 and after that
new web APIs, such as Web Workers, might have introduced new sources of
nondeterminism to web applications.

Category Event Type Examples
DOM Events Mouse click, mouseover

Key keyup, keydown
Loads load
Form focus, blur, select, change
Body scroll, resize

Interrupts Timers setTimeout(f, 50)
AJAX req.onreadystatechange = f

Nondeterministic Time query (new Date()).getTime()
functions Random number query Math.random()
Text selection Firefox: Highlighting text w/mouse

window.getSelection()
IE: document.selection Highlighting text w/mouse

Opaque browser Flash movie User pauses movie
objects Java applet Applet updates the screen

Table 5.1: Sources of nondeterminism in web applications, as presented by
Mickens et al. [48]

Currently, only a prototype implementation of Tracr is available. It cap-
tures only mouse and keyboard events of the user, thus missing many sources
of nondeterminism. However, this is good enough for the prototype imple-
mentation, because these events are the most frequent sources of nonde-
terminism, and therefore Tracr still works with a typical web application.
Nonetheless, in order to ensure that Tracr works in every case and for every
web application, all sources of nondeterminism must be captured. Luckily
this is a straightforward process, as the sources of nondeterminism are limited
and uncomplicated to capture.
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Tracr captures user actions in a straightforward way by attaching event
listeners to the web application. The event listeners are attached to the
window object of the web application using the optional useCapture argu-
ment3. This ensures that Tracr event handlers are executed before any child
event handler get the possibility to cancel the event, therefore guaranteeing
that user events are recorded by Tracr [48]. Pseudocode demonstrating this
process is presented in listing 2.

window.addEventListener(’click’, function(event) {

recordEvent(event);

}, true); // true => useCapture

Listing 2: Pseudocode for recording clicks on a page

Burg et al. [13] have created Dolos, a solid infrastructure for determin-
istic capture and replay of web applications. Dolos is the first record and
replay infrastructure that executes on the virtual machine level, as opposed
to previously presented solutions such as Rivet [48], or the new tool Tracr,
which work in the user-space (i.e. execute in the same context as all other
JavaScript on the page). Because of this difference, Dolos provides a more
robust solution and does not interfere with other debugging tools, such as
breakpoint debuggers. The downside with Dolos is that it requires a modified
browser engine and therefore complicates the installation process. Nonethe-
less, architecture similar to Dolos would probably be the best choice for
improving the way Tracr captures and replays nondeterminism.

5.2.1.2 Capturing Function Arguments

Tracr captures function arguments and stack traces by instrumenting the
JavaScript on the page. Instrumentation means that Tracr automatically
rewrites the original JavaScript source files to include some additional logging
commands. Tracr uses the Falafel4 JavaScript library to parse and rewrite
source code. An example of source code before and after instrumentation is
presented in figure 5.5.

3More information about useCapture: https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/
docs/Web/API/EventTarget.addEventListener

4https://github.com/substack/node-falafel

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/EventTarget.addEventListener
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/EventTarget.addEventListener
https://github.com/substack/node-falafel
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Figure 5.5: Tracr’s source code instrumentation. Original code on the left
and the instrumented version on the right.

Tracr attaches itself to the global window -object, so that it can be ac-
cessed everywhere. The traceCall -method of Tracr logs function arguments,
stack traces and the value of this-variable in the function.

The eval call is unnecessary in the capture phase, but it is needed during
the replay-phase. We discovered that, as a result of JavaScript optimizations
performed by Chrome’s JavaScript runtime, only variables in the closure
that were referenced from the function at parse time, can be evaluated using
Chrome’s debugging API. This is a problem, because Tracr might need to
evaluate also new references to variables in the closure when the developer
is live editing (i.e. when the developer adds a new reference to a variable
in the closure). However, adding the additional eval call (that does noth-
ing) prevents Chrome from performing the optimizations, and therefore also
previously unreferenced variables in the closure can be evaluated.

Capturing JavaScript function arguments is simple, because they are
available in the arguments variable that every function receives. Also stack
traces can be captured in a straight forward manner using the following code:
var stackTrace = (new Error).stack. However, capturing asynchronous
stack traces is more complicated. JavaScript applications use extensively
asynchronous calls, and therefore it would be important to display asyn-
chronous stack traces as well. The difference between regular synchronous
stack traces and asynchronous stack traces is depicted in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: JavaScript code and its synchronous and asynchronous stack
traces

Lieber [37] captures asynchronous stack traces by instrumenting callback
functions and adding a reference from them to the original initiator of the
callback function. However, recent versions of Chrome provide a native im-
plementation of asynchronous stack traces. Unfortunately, they are only
available through Chrome’s debugger, thus they cannot be accessed directly
from the web application context, as was the case for synchronous stack
traces. Because of this, Tracr gathers the traces using Chrome’s remote de-
bugging protocol. In this approach, the server component attaches itself as a
remote debugger to the application, thereby receiving the stack trace and the
asynchronous stack trace when the command console.trace() is executed
in the web application.

The function arguments and stack traces could have been alternatively
recorded using only Chrome’s remote debugging protocol, instead of the cur-
rent approach, which uses a mixed technique of source code instrumenta-
tion and remote debugging. Recording arguments and stack traces using
Chrome’s remote debugging protocol is possible by automatically setting a
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breakpoint on the first line in every function. Arguments and stack traces
could then be collected when Chrome stops at the breakpoint, after which
Chrome would be requested to continue execution. However, this approach
would significantly slow down JavaScript execution, as Chrome would need
to stop the execution on every function call and wait for the remote debug-
ger before continuing execution. The current mixed approach is much faster,
as no breakpoints are set and therefore the application’s execution is not
interrupted.

5.2.2 Replay Phase

Tracr executes the replay phase when the developer chooses to live edit code
in the IDE. The replay phase is essential, because it allows Tracr to evaluate
code in the correct context. Correct context means that the result of the code
evaluation should be identical to as if the code was evaluated during regular
usage of the web application.

In practice, correct context means that the state of variables, closures and
the DOM must be taken into account when code is evaluated. Tracr accom-
plishes this by replaying Chrome into the correct state (the same state as dur-
ing the capture phase) and then evaluating code using Chrome’s JavaScript
engine. A high level overview of this process is depicted in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: A high level overview of the replay phase

5.2.2.1 Integrating Tracr with Brackets

Tracr consists of a server component and a client component, as described in
section 5.2. The client component integrates with a code editor and Tracr’s
architecture supports multiple clients. Currently, only a client component for
the Brackets code editor has been implemented. However, a similar extension
can be created for any code editor that supports extensions.

Brackets provides an API for extension development. The extensions are
developed using JavaScript and CSS, and Brackets provides several hooks
that allow extensions to interact with the editor. Internally, Brackets uses
CodeMirror5 for the editor functionality. Also CodeMirror provides an API
that extensions can utilize in order to modify the behavior of the editor.
Tracr uses CodeMirror’s API for detecting code changes and for extracting
code from the editor.

The Brackets client communicates with the server component over a web-
socket6. The client detects when the developer clicks on a function declara-

5http://codemirror.net/
6Websocket is a special type of TCP socket for client-server communication

http://codemirror.net/
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tion in the editor, and queries the server for captured data of the function. If
captured data is found, it is presented to the developer in a popup window,
as described in section 5.1.2.

5.2.2.2 Replaying Execution within the Code Editor

When the developer chooses to live edit a specific function X, the client
instructs the server to set a breakpoint on the first line of the function body
in X. The server does this using Chrome’s remote debugging API. In the next
step, the server queries the database in order to retrieve the user actions (i.e.
nondeterminism) that led to function X being executed. This information
has been captured and stored in the database in the capture phase, which
was previously discussed.

Once the user actions have been retrieved from the database, the server
component simulates the actions using Chrome’s remote debugging API. Sim-
ulating the actions causes the web application to execute the same path as
during the capture phase, causing function X to be called. Chrome will now
halt the execution at this point, because of the breakpoint that was set ear-
lier. Example code presenting the simulation of user actions is depicted in
listing 3.

var el = document.getElementById(’idOfElementToClick’);

var e = new MouseEvent(’click’, {

view: window,

bubbles: true,

cancelable: true

});

el.dispatchEvent(e);

Listing 3: Example code of how clicks can be simulated

Once Chrome has been restored to the correct state, Tracr can start
evaluating code. In this phase the client component uses CodeMirror’s API to
extract code written by the programmer. Finally, the client will individually
send all JavaScript statements in function X to the server component for
evaluation. The server component evaluates the statements using Chrome’s
remote debugging API and sends the results back to the client. Eventually,
the evaluation results are embedded within the editor (see figure 5.2 for a
screenshot).



Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter presents two different evaluations of Tracr. First, Tracr is eval-
uated heuristically by comparing a programmer’s workflow with and without
it. Second, the feasibility of the technical approach is evaluated, by observ-
ing how well the tool works in practice when developing a web application.
In addition to these viewpoints, perhaps the most interesting evaluation cri-
terion would be to study how Tracr affects the productivity of developers.
This could be studied, for example, by recruiting JavaScript developers to a
user study and measure how well they accomplish development tasks with
and without the tool [13, 38]. Unfortunately, a user study could not be
performed because of limited resources, and therefore the current evaluation
is limited to the workflow comparison and the feasibility of the technical
approach.

6.1 Comparing Workflows

The usefulness of Tracr can be demonstrated by comparing a programmer’s
workflow for common development activities with and without the tool. As
stated previously, Tracr is designed to be used while further developing an
existing application, and therefore it is not suited for all development tasks.
Therefore, this comparison only presents developer activities that are suited
for Tracr.

All of the example activities below assume that Tracr has already collected
runtime information, i.e. the application has already been executed at least
once. However, in case that previous runtime information is unavailable,
the developer could easily produce the runtime information by using the
application when Tracr is activated (capture phase).

39
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6.1.1 Understanding an Existing Application

Developers spend 50%-80% of their time trying to comprehend code [14, 16,
46]. During the comprehension process, developers ask a range of questions
[59]. Tracr can help in answering these questions by providing runtime in-
formation within the code editor. Table 6.1 lists some questions related to
software comprehension, and examples of how the developer might answer
the question with and without Tracr.

Question Without Tracr With Tracr

– Which user actions
trigger this function?
– Where is this func-
tion called?

– Search source code for
calls to the function
– Use a debugger in
order to validate as-
sumptions about func-
tion usage

– User actions are
shown within the edi-
tor
– Function calls can be
seen from stack traces,
which are shown within
the editor

– What are runtime
values for arguments in
this function?

– Use a debugger in or-
der to see runtime val-
ues
– Add logging com-
mands that output the
arguments and run the
program

– Runtime values from
previous executions are
shown within the editor

Table 6.1: Examples of program comprehension questions with and without
Tracr

6.1.2 Fixing a Bug

Bug fixing is a typical software development activity. Lets imagine we have
an application that enables users to manage bookmarks, but there is an error
in the function that adds a new bookmark. The problem is that the title of
the new bookmark is missing.

The starting point for bug fixing is usually to reproduce the bug and
then identify its location in the source code. In this example, the developer
has already determined that the problem is in the function that creates new
bookmarks. Without Tracr, the workflow for identifying and fixing the bug
could be the following:

1. Open the browser
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2. Activate the debugger and put a breakpoint in the function

3. Reproduce user actions that cause the function to be executed

4. Debugger stops on breakpoint: step through the function in order to
identify the problem

5. Go back to code editor and fix the bug

6. Test the application in the browser and confirm that it now works as
expected

Tracr simplifies the bug fixing process significantly. This is demonstrated
in figure 6.1, where live edit mode is initialized for the misbehaving function.
Instead of the six-step process described above, Tracr allows the bug to be
identified and fixed in a straightforward way:

1. Initialize the live edit mode

2. The problem is easy to see: a typing error in the word title (instead of
undefined we are expecting a string)

3. Fix the bug. No need to explicitly test in the browser, as the fix can
be instantly previewed in the live edit mode.

Figure 6.1: Live editing a buggy function with Tracr

6.1.3 Refactoring Code

Refactoring is another common development activity. In this example, the
developer is supposed to rewrite a filtering function to use a functional ap-
proach instead of the old imperative implementation. Automated unit tests
are commonly used for verifying that functions execute properly after they
have been modified. However, lets imagine that in this case the automatic
tests are missing (which unfortunately is true in many software projects),
and therefore the developer workflow might be the following:
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1. Open the browser

2. Run the program and observe the function’s return value (for example
using a debugger)

3. Rewrite the function implementation in the editor

4. Go back to the browser window and re-run the program

5. Verify that the function’s return value is the same as in step 2

Again, Tracr’s live edit mode simplifies the refactoring activity, which
is depicted in figure 6.2. Tracr enables the whole process to be performed
directly in the editor, without the burden of explicitly testing the application
in the browser 1:

1. Initialize the live edit mode

2. Observe the return value of the function before rewrite

3. Rewrite the function implementation

4. Verify that return value is the same as in step 2

Old implementation:

Refactored implementation:

Figure 6.2: Tracr’s live edit mode is helpful when refactoring a function. The
contents of the arrays can be inspected by clicking on them, as presented in
figure 5.3

.
1In real life the refactored function should be tested more thoroughly
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6.2 Feasibility of the Technical Approach

The second evaluation was performed by assessing the feasibility of the tech-
nical approach. The goal was to determine how well Tracr works together
with real applications. As Tracr is currently on the prototype stage, it was
especially interesting to evaluate the robustness of the live edit mode. The
hypothesis was that it would not work reliably in all situations, because
of deficiencies in the prototype implementation of deterministic replay (see
section 5.2.1.1 for more information).

6.2.1 Evaluated Web Applications

The TodoMVC2 project was used for evaluating Tracr. The purpose of the
TodoMVC project is to enable web developers to compare different JavaScript
frameworks, by providing a sample implementation of a simple Todo-list
application using each framework. The TodoMVC project was chosen for the
evaluation, because it allowed Tracr to be tested with a real web application
and with multiple JavaScript frameworks. Moreover, the TodoMVC project
has been recognized as a suitable project for evaluation purposes [28, 49]. A
screenshot of the Todo-list application is presented in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: A screenshot of the Todo-list application.

2http://todomvc.com

http://todomvc.com
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The TodoMVC project includes more than 70 implementations of the
Todo-list application using different JavaScript frameworks. However, Tracr
was evaluated only using a subset of this. First, all implementations that
were not implemented in pure JavaScript (i.e. compile to JavaScript ap-
proaches) were left out, because Tracr is designed to work only with regular
JavaScript. Second, all server side and hybrid approaches (for example Me-
teor3) were ignored, because the current implementation of Tracr works only
on client side JavaScript that is executed in the browser. Finally, the remain-
ing frameworks were categorized by their features. Only those frameworks
that were considered to have distinct features or utilize unique paradigms,
were chosen for the evaluation. Evaluated frameworks and their distinctive
features are presented in table 6.2.

Framework/Library Description/Features

Vanilla JavaScript Does not use any library or framework

jQuery ”A fast and concise JavaScript Library that
simplifies HTML document traversing, event
handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for
rapid web development” [3]. It is widely used by
web applications and other frameworks, there-
fore being especially noteworthy.

Backbone.js – Models with key-value binding
– Custom events
– Declarative event handling

AngularJS – Two way data binding
– Dependency injection

Flight – Component-based
– Event-driven

Table 6.2: Evaluated implementations of the Todo-list application

The Todo-list is an extremely simple web application, and therefore the
evaluation results cannot be used to directly assess how well Tracr per-
forms with large scale web applications. Nonetheless, the Todo-list applica-
tion provides a rough evaluation of how Tracr works together with different
JavaScript frameworks.

3https://www.meteor.com/

https://www.meteor.com/
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6.2.2 Test Cases and Results

The evaluation was performed by identifying the main application features
in the Todo-list application, and using them as test cases for each evaluated
framework. Tracr’s user action listing was considered to work correctly if
it was able to display all relevant user actions in each test case. Similarly,
the stack traces and asynchronous stack traces worked correctly, if they were
successfully captured in the recording phase. Finally, Tracr’s live edit mode
was considered to work correctly if it was able to replay the browser to the
correct state, and provide code evaluation results within the code editor.
Next, the test cases and the results are presented.

6.2.2.1 Creating a Todo-list Item

User action: write the Todo-item text in the input box and press enter.
Results: the results are presented in table 6.3.
Comment: Live editing did not work with Flight, because Tracr tried to
replay user actions before the application was initialized. The same problem
prevented live editing from working also in all the other test cases. This could
easily be fixed by ensuring that the application has initialized correctly before
starting the replay phase.

Library List user action Stack trace Live edit

Vanilla JavaScript 3 3 3

jQuery 3 3 3

Backbone.js 3 3 3

AngularJS 3 3 3

Flight 3 3 7

Table 6.3: Results for creating a Todo-list item
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6.2.2.2 Editing a Todo-list Item

User action: double click on an existing Todo-item, modify the text and
press enter.
Results: the results are presented in table 6.4.

Library List user action Stack trace Live edit

Vanilla JavaScript 3 3 3

jQuery 3 3 3

Backbone.js 3 3 3

AngularJS 3 3 3

Flight 3 3 7

Table 6.4: Results for editing a Todo-list item

6.2.2.3 Removing a Todo-list Item

User action: Click on the red cross that appears when hovering the mouse
over an existing Todo-item.
Results: the results are presented in table 6.5.

Library List user action Stack trace Live edit

Vanilla JavaScript 3 3 3

jQuery 3 3 3

Backbone.js 3 3 3

AngularJS 3 3 3

Flight 3 3 7

Table 6.5: Results for removing a Todo-list item
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6.2.2.4 AJAX-request

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) is a common technique used by
web applications for asynchronously loading remote resources. The Todo-
list application does not include any built in functionality that would utilize
AJAX-requests. However, because AJAX-requests are used in virtually all
large scale web applications, it is important to evaluate Tracr’s support for
them as well. Therefore, each framework’s implementation of the Todo-list
application was modified to include a new feature, which creates Todo-items
from a file returned by an AJAX-request. The file contains todo-list items
serialized in JavaScript object notation (JSON) format.

User action: Click button ”Load Todo-items from server”
Results: the results are presented in table 6.6.
Comments:

• Asynchronous stack traces did not work correctly in AngularJS, be-
cause Chrome’s implementation of asynchronous stack traces is not
compatible with AngularJS’ implementation of AJAX-requests

• Live edit only worked if the AJAX response was returned from the
server ”quickly enough”. If server response took too long, Tracr tried
to replay events before the application was expecting them, thereby
failing to trigger the correct function execution. This can be fixed by
adding proper support for this source of nondeterminism as well. In
practice this means that the AJAX responses need to be recorded in
the capture phase and then simulated in the replay phase.
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Library List user
action

Stack trace Async stack
trace

Live edit

Vanilla
JavaScript 3 3 3

unstable

jQuery
3 3 3

unstable

Backbone.js
3 3 3

unstable

AngularJS
3 3 7

unstable

Flight
3 3 3 7

Table 6.6: Results for AJAX-request

6.2.2.5 Performance Overhead

The performance overhead of Tracr’s capturing phase was evaluated by cre-
ating a Todo-list with 500, 1000 and 2000 items. Memory consumption
increased about 30% when Tracr was activated on the page and was approxi-
mately the same for each framework and test case. The impact on execution
speed was much worse, as activating Tracr caused execution time to slow
down by a factor of 20 in some cases. In contrast to memory consumption,
execution overhead varied depending on the framework and functionality
being tested. The reason for the slow down can be traced to the logging
commands, which are called on every function execution. Therefore, execu-
tion overhead is worse in cases where function call stacks are deep (i.e. many
nested function calls).
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Discussion

This chapter discusses the implications and results of this thesis. First, the
feasibility of Tracr is reviewed both from a technical and user centric point
of view. Second, future research and new features for Tracr are proposed.

7.1 Feasibility of Tracr

The inspiration for Tracr came from the fact that JavaScript developers need
better development tools. The current situation and motivation for why
development workflow should be improved was presented earlier in the thesis.
In this section Tracr’s feasibility for improving the developer workflow is
discussed separately for each feature.

7.1.1 Tracing User Actions

Tracing user actions turned out to be simple, as they can be captured in a
straight forward manner by attaching event listeners to the window object,
as described in section 5.2.1.1. However, listing the user actions in the editor
is challenging, because the developer should not be overwhelmed with too
much information [53]. User actions causes multiple events to be triggered in
the web application, but the raw events should be combined into a semantic
listing that is easier to interpret. Atterer et al. [7] implemented this kind
of event aggregation in their work on website usability evaluation, but their
focus was on inferring abstract events from concrete events. For example,
if the concrete event was that the user submitted a form very quickly, the
abstract information inferred could be that the user did not read the form
very thoroughly.

The problem with displaying user events without post processing them

49
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is easy to demonstrate. For example, writing the text ”Hello” into an in-
put element in the web application triggers fifteen events; three for each
letter (keydown, keypress, keyup). It is difficult for the developer to infer
the semantics of the user action by simply listing all the fifteen events in-
dependently. In order to make the user actions easier to interpret, Tracr
includes several heuristic rules for showing the user actions. For example, in
the aforementioned case, Tracr combines the fifteen events into one seman-
tic user action, which says that the text ”Hello” was written into the input
element.

The prototype implementation of Tracr has a very limited support for
tracing user actions, as it currently only records keyboard and mouse events.
Because of this Tracr cannot be currently used together with mobile web
applications, for example, because they rely on touch events. However, the
technical approach for gathering and listing user actions is feasible and can
be extended to support other events as well.

Another challenging aspect of the user action listing is to display the
target DOM element of the user action in a reasonable way. For example,
if the user clicks on a button in the web application, it should be easy to
immediately see from the user action listing which button was pressed. A first
approach to this problem was to simply display the button text together with
the event, i.e. click ”submit form”. However, this approach is insufficient, as
many web applications use images instead of textual information to indicate
the user action.

In order to circumvent the aforementioned problem, Tracr displays the
CSS selector of the target element in addition to its text (if available). How-
ever, inferring the target element from this information is still inadequate,
as the information displayed might be click >div >button.btn. A possible
solution to this problem could be to capture a screenshot of the element that
was clicked (or even better, a full animation of the user interaction), but this
would add additional performance overhead to Tracr’s capture phase.

It is worth noting that Tracr does not explicitly help in determining the
causal relationship between a user action and the execution of a function.
Instead, Tracr simply displays all user actions that were executed before a
particular JavaScript function was executed, but it does not mean that the
function was executed because of the user actions. For example, consider a
function f that is set to execute after a specified amount of time and the
user interacts with the application before f is executed. In this case, the user
action is displayed together with the function f trace, although they do not
have any causal relationship. Thus, it is solely the developer’s responsibility
to infer whether there is a causal relationship between the user event and the
execution of function f. Tracr still helps in determining the causal relationship
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by showing the timestamp of function traces and user interactions (i.e. if they
happen at the same time, they are most probably related to each other).

In conclusion, Tracr is able to capture and list user actions reliably, but
support for more event types (for example touch events) should be added,
in order to make Tracr work together with all web applications. Also the
semantic event listing should be further improved, in order for the user ac-
tion listing to become easier to grasp. Furthermore, additional logic should
be added in order to reliably indicate the causal relationship between user
actions and function executions, as the current implementation solely relies
on the developer’s ability to infer the causal relationship.

7.1.2 Function Arguments and Stack Traces

Automatically instrumenting JavaScript source files in order to capture func-
tion arguments and stack traces was effective and reliable. This was no
surprise, as automatic program source code instrumentation has been suc-
cessfully performed already in the 90s [71] and many tools for JavaScript
source code instrumentation are available.

The main challenge with the captured traces is that they can potentially
expire whenever the application’s source code is modified. If this happens,
Tracr might be displaying faulty information to the developer, which can
be very confusing. In this kind of situations, omitting the traces altogether
might be better that showing misleading information [24]. Automatically
deducing whether a code change affects captured traces requires call graph
construction, which is still an unresolved problem for JavaScript (see section
4.1).

Expiring traces is a major problem that Tracr should address, in order
to make it more user friendly. A partial solution to this problem could be
to construct a set of heuristic rules for detecting potential trace expirations.
Another approach to solving this problem is to have comprehensive automatic
user interface tests, which can be run in order to update all traces whenever
the source code of the application is modified.

Tracr is currently very strict with the function locations in the source
code. The current implementation searches the database for function traces
by source code line number and optionally the function name, which both
must exactly match the trace information stored in the database. For exam-
ple, if a function is moved into another location in the source file, Tracr is
unable to find any traces for it. This is a major drawback, because renaming
functions and altering their location in the source code is a common task
during development. However, also this problem could be circumvented to
some degree by introducing heuristic rules for finding the function traces,
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instead of requiring an exact line number and function name match.

7.1.3 Live Editing

Live editing is the most fragile, but perhaps the most useful feature of Tracr.
Initialising the live edit mode requires Chrome to be replayed into the exact
same state as during the capturing phase. Reliably executing the replay phase
requires all sources of nondeterminism to be recorded during the capturing
phase and then successfully injected in the replay phase.

The current implementation of Tracr captures only a subset of all pos-
sible sources of nondeterminism, as described in section 5.2.1.1. However,
deterministic capture and replay of web applications has been previously
successfully implemented [8, 13, 48] and the same methods could be used for
adding solid replay support to Tracr as well. In practice, the most impor-
tant addition would be to log and replay AJAX-requests, as it is probably
the most significant source of nondeterminism that Tracr is not currently
capturing.

Another aspect of Tracr that should be improved is the initialization delay
of the replay phase. The current implementation restarts Chrome whenever
the live edit mode is initialized. This induces additional delay, as initializing
Chrome and the web application takes time. However, this problem could
be easily fixed by initializing Chrome and the web application proactively
before the live edit mode is requested.

7.1.4 Permormance Overhead

The current implementation causes a significant execution slow down in
Tracr’s capture phase, as seen in section 6.2.2.5. The main source of delay
seems to come from the logging commands, especially from the serialization
of the function arguments. However, performance overhead is probably not
a problem for most applications, as the program’s performance is not cru-
cial in the capture phase. Nonetheless, complex and performance intensive
applications (especially games) would probably not function properly with
the current performance overhead. Therefore it is evident that performance
optimizations must be implemented in the future.

7.2 Future Research and New Features

Regarding future research, it would be particularly important to perform a
user study on how Tracr affects developer productivity. In addition to this,
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it would be interesting to study Tracr’s suitability for other programming
languages and environments as well. The capture-replay method should work
for almost any programming language and environment. However, Tracr
is most useful for dynamic languages, as developer tool support for static
languages is already quite good.

Tracr is currently still a prototype and has much potential for future
research and new features. In fact, the current implementation can be seen
as the foundation of a new development tool platform, on top of which new
features can be built. New features that could be added to Tracr include:

• Extracting automatic tests. Tracr’s capture phase records user
actions, which could be used to automatically construct test cases that
are compatible for example with Selenium1

• Type checking. Tracr records function arguments, which could be
used for automatically determining that variables are used correctly
(i.e. detect when type conversions go wrong)

• New code. Tracr is designed to be used when further developing
an existing application. However, it would be useful if Tracr could
be used from the first beginning when developing a program. This
would require fundamental changes to the capturing phase and is a
complicated problem to solve.

• Task-specific support. Additional support for common software de-
velopment activities could be added. For instance, refactoring could
be supported by notifying the programmer if code changes introduces
unwanted side effects.

1Selenium is a web browser automation and testing tool
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Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to improve JavaScript development productivity
by designing and implementing a new developer tool. Previous research has
demonstrated that software development is a laborious and expensive activ-
ity that highly benefits from productivity improvements. Developer tools
have been found to be effective in assisting programmers in software compre-
hension, thus improving their productivity. However, JavaScript language
characteristics hamper the development of traditional software development
tools that work by statically analysing source code.

Tracr, a novel JavaScript development tool, was designed and imple-
mented in this thesis. The tool supports live editing of code, which has
been proved to be an effective method for improving developer productiv-
ity. Moreover, Tracr also displays function arguments, stack traces and user
actions related to function executions. It works by capturing previous exe-
cutions of the source code and then deterministically replaying them.

A prototype of Tracr was implemented and evaluated. A heuristic assess-
ment demonstrated that the tool improved and simplified developer workflow.
Additionally, the architecture of the tool was shown to be technically feasi-
ble, by using it together with real web applications and multiple JavaScript
frameworks. In the future, the productivity improvements of Tracr should
be assessed by conducting a user study.

Tracr is designed specifically for web applications built on JavaScript.
However, the technical approach used by Tracr is applicable to other pro-
gramming languages and environments as well.
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